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In this issue
>> Nijman/Zeetank Goes Back to the Future
>> New cleaning facility puts people and the planet first
>> Pilots for pilots
>> Intermodal transport continues to gain ground
>> 50th Annual Meeting of the EPCA

Nijman/Zeetank International Logistic Group is a logistics service provider in transport and the distribution of glass, petrochemicals, fuel and gas.

Preface
Reference was made to the six different toll systems that are used in nine countries
in Europe in the preface to In Tranzit of May 2016.
A related challenge is digitising the logistics chain. The way the different data items
of each customer, such as the loading address, cargo, haulier, unloading address
and, ultimately, the recipient, can be brought together so that a cargo in a trailer or
tank container with a digital consignment note issued at the customer’s is recognised at the recipient’s through the same digital consignment note and can be
unloaded is important. Having this process run seamlessly digitally is a challenge
for the foreseeable future.
Kees van Noordt

Producers and suppliers of trucks, trailers, axles, brake systems and tyres work

Managing director

hard on ensuring data is available. Connectivity is the new buzzword. Currently, this
is focusing on making data available about the equipment of the relevant producer.
All producers and suppliers view this as a growing and potentially profitable activity.
They are now eager to show who is the best. When you compare the data of the
different parties, however, you see much overlap. And there is not a single party that
supplies the data of all components. In order to protect their own market position,

Contents

the collaboration of producers and suppliers among themselves is very limited with
regard to making data available to logistics entrepreneurs. A large degree of protection is involved even for independent parties such as OBC (on-board computer)
suppliers. An OBC supplier is not a producer of transport equipment, but only acts
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Nijman/Zeetank

Goes Back to the Future

as an intermediary with regard to collecting, grouping and reporting on available

Taking a step back in time offers customers

data. A closer collaboration of these different data suppliers is very much needed

great advantages in the future.

for the logistics entrepreneur who is the end user.
In turn, logistics entrepreneurs can also contribute towards the further digitising of
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New cleaning facility firmly

focuses on what is best for
humans and the environment

information. Nijman/Zeetank has had OBCs in its trucks since 1990. Through the
OBC, the data of the tractor unit, cargo and driver is collected, sent digitally to the
back office and further processed and analysed there. The available data is also

State of the art external cleaning of trucks,

exchanged digitally with different customers through interfaces. There is a need for

trailers and containers.

further expansion in the use of data in the logistics chain and especially with regard
to exchanging the required data with customers. The paperless issue of data will
contribute towards greater efficiency in the logistics chain. <<
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Pilots

for pilots

Warter Aviation specialises in the supply of
aviation fuel for piston engines.
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Intermodal

transport
continues to gain ground

Nijman/Zeetank has an intermodal solution for
ever more destinations.
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50th

Annual Meeting of
the European Petrochemical
Association

Annual meeting for networking, information
exchange and knowledge transfer.
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Nijman/Zeetank
Goes Back to the Future
Across the length and breadth of Europe, Nijman/Zeetank tank containers can
be seen on all major forms of transport such as ships, barges, road and rail,
optimising the route to suit economical needs and also those of the customer.
Although many of these trips are handled by subcontractors, the company
does maintain a European presence of its own trucks if at all possible at the
head of the combination when the journey starts or continues by road.
WWW.NIJMAN-ZEETANK.COM

Up until the turn of the century, the UK

>> Communication via satellite

offer a bespoke service to our customers

employed the same philosophy where

However, times are changing and a

with the next stage soon to be trialled

possible with up to five trucks heading

shifted customer focus means they are

being an electronic confirmation sent to

up the majority of loads imported into

looking for more control over their door

a customer immediately after completion

the UK. From 2002 the business needs

to door movements, with our own trucks

of loading or unloading, again direct

shifted, and the tractor fleet was wholly

we can offer this service. Each truck is

from the on board interface. The

employed on the glass operation, whilst

fitted with Astrata on board communica-

eventual aim would be to go to full

the tank operation was moved to Hull

tions via satellite, this allows the office to

electronic delivery documents.

and local subcontractors were em-

track the trucks anywhere in Europe, it

ployed, the Nijman/Zeetank name

also allows the office in Hull to send

>> Clean and suitable

remained on the tank containers but the

instructions to the trucks interface direct

Most of what we do at the tank depart-

prime movers were a mixture of colours

from out TMS and in reverse the drivers

ment in the UK is door-to-door bulk

depending on whether it was a subcon-

being able to input loading or unloading

transports of liquid hazardous and

tractor or any other of the major tank

details direct into the TMS.

non-hazardous chemical products

hauliers.

throughout Europe, so it is essential that
Keeping up with technology allows us to
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we not only set the right tanks to the right
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also for the possibility of getting involved
in the ADR transports once again. Having
purchased a fleet of brand new state of
the art tank containers, it seemed only
natural to put a brand new white and
blue liveried tractor unit at the head of
the combination so six of these tractor
units were specified to ADR standards.
Obviously, aesthetics were only a small
part of the equation but the whole
specification was arranged to give the
customer and the driver the best
possible tool for the job. The main
criteria these days is always weight, and
the tractors have been specified with
every weight saving device possible, the

Nijman/Zeetank ordered a
completely new fleet of trucks for
the United Kingdom in 2015.

most apparent one being aluminium
wheels with a small pusher type middle
axle, making the most of the 44 tonne
weight limit in the UK. The result is a
tractor unit weighing some 600 kg less

jobs but make sure that they are clean

was ordered for the UK and much time

than our previous trucks. Drivers,

and fit for purpose.

was spent on getting the specification

especially ADR qualified ones are

There is however one bespoke operation

right for both the glass contracts and

somewhat at a premium in the UK, so

which has been in the capable hands of
Nijman/Zeetank for the past twenty
years. We have two specialist vehicles
permanently employed delivering
Copper Based Pesticide which is the
main ingredient for timber preservation.
This substance is delivered in tank
containers but in carefully metered
quantities from a few hundred to a few
thousand litres to wood yards and saw
mills from John o’ Groats to Land’s End.
The equipment we use at the moment
has stood us in good stead for the past
twenty years but we have ordered two
brand new bespoke chassis for delivery
later this year which will be fitted with the
latest state of the art equipment.
>> New truck fleet
In 2015 a total new fleet of tractor units
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despite the weight saving specification

follow, thus giving the ability discharge

the company did not hold back where

and load and export all the products that

creature comforts were concerned, with

we import from the continent. The fully

trucks being kitted out at the higher end

operational ADR trucks are based in Hull

of the fleet truck market. The result is

and from there the day to day scheduling

pleasing to the eye but also pleasing to

is controlled to enable making the best

the drivers.

combinations to ensure constant
profitability and optimise loaded running.

>> The best combinations

We are confident that by going back in

2016 has seen the first two tractor units

time, the future will give great benefits

transferred fully to ADR operations

both to Nijman/Zeetank and our

having been kitted out with compressors

customers alike. <<

and pumps and two more will shortly

May the FORS be with you
Over the past few years, there has been

universally recognised, which is the

much focus in the UK and Europe alike

main reason why FORS accreditation

on vulnerable road users, mainly cyclists

came about. Many city councils will not

because of the disproportionate amount

even consider companies which are not

of deaths and severe injuries to them

FORS registered and the same goes for

when they come into contact with a large

individual companies.

goods vehicle.

From a physical point of view this means
the vehicles need to be fitted with

It could be true to say that irresponsible

appropriate mirrors, signage and side

behaviour and lack of knowledge on the

underrun protection, whilst from a

part of the cyclist is to blame, but in fact,

company point of view compliance and

no matter what the case, a cyclist has

training have to be undertaken and

never killed a truck driver, but the

documented in the correct way. As a

converse often applies. In the

responsible operator working to the

Netherlands for example, much of the

OPCOM gold standard for the past

cycle network is segregated from cars

fourteen years, our transition was not too

and trucks alike, but in the UK, except for

difficult having spent hours training our

Motorways the congested highways are

drivers but also following up that

shared by all, and many cyclists disobey

training.

even the most fundamental rules, but as
a responsible operator it is our duty to

the Fleet Operator Recognition Scheme

Although none of our customers has yet

protect the public.

(FORS). Basically many organisations

demanded that we operate to FORS

As a result of this, organisations from all

including Nijman/Zeetank operated to a

standards, we are ready for when the

sides got together and brought about

certain standard but none of them were

need arises. <<
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Sustainability

New cleaning facility firmly focuses on what
is best for humans and the environment
Our cleaning facility for the external cleaning of the trucks, trailers and containers is exposed to extreme conditions every day such as heavy pressure,
moisture, cleaning agents and a high level of mechanical loads on both the
machine and floor. After 16 years of faithful service, it really did need replacing.
Much has changed in those 16 years and in combination with less towing
vehicles and more tank containers, which had an impact on the specifications
of the new cleaning facility.
We closely examined current shortcomings and future preferences to determine
the optimal specification. In addition to
legislation and regulations, two principles had the highest priority, namely,
staff working conditions and the
sustainability of the entire cleaning
facility. A system was developed in close
partnership with different suppliers that
is tailor-made for Nijman/Zeetank.
>> Staff working conditions
Cleaning tank containers is mainly
manual work. In order to make this work
lighter, it is best not to work from a floor
height, but at an average standing height
of one metre. The cleaning platforms
have been secured to the cleaning portal
because the cleaning building is too
narrow for standalone platforms. The
platforms can be folded away and are
adjustable with regard to height. To
guarantee safety, the platform has a
safety railing and is easily height
adjustable.
Even though Nijman/Zeetank constantly
looks for the friendliest of cleaning
agents that burden the environment the
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Cleaning tank containers is mainly
manual work and is best performed
from a standing height of one metre.

Side brushes were developed especially for Nijman/Zeetank that have
bearing races both on the top and
bottom side.
least, the Company wants to expose staff

without the risk of ending up in the

that the total fused power is reduced. All

as little as possible to anything that

guttering.

lighting is of the LED type contained in a
watertight stainless steel housing.

should not really be in the air we breathe.
An active ventilation and exhaust system

>> System sustainability

Side brushes were developed especially

discharges all fumes and guarantees a

Everything in the building is made of

for Nijman/Zeetank that have bearing

pleasant working environment. An

stainless steel to ensure moisture and

races both on the top and bottom side.

automatic mixing system ensures the

cleaning agents cannot negatively affect

The side brushes run free when com-

correct metering of the cleaning agents

the system, pipework and all other

pared to standard car washes. When

so that you always work with a constant

issues. This material will extend the

cleaning tank containers, the load with a

and safe concentration.

service life of the system. It was the first

single bearing race would become too

The operation of the portal through a

time that the supplier delivered a

high, which would lead to excessive

touch screen suspended in the “dry

cleaning system that was only made of

wear.

room” is easy to use. In the unlikely

stainless steel. In addition to the system,

event that something goes wrong, six

all steel structural parts, the grating,

The entire system works with soft water.

emergency stops ensure that the

cable trays and wall supports are made

This improves the cleaning, preventing

process can be stopped at any time.

of stainless steel.

limescale deposits and slowing down

A new liquid-tight and anti-slip floor was

The motors used have been selected

wear. The system also makes smart use

laid to protect the soil but also the staff.

based on the performance standards

of water through special nozzles that

The grating can be loaded for up to

that will come into effect soon, so that it

have an optimal operation with regard to

3,400 kg/mm2 so that all work equipment

is future proof. They ensure that the

pressure and water consumption. <<

can drive through the cleaning facility

power consumption is low which means
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Pilots for pilots
Warter Aviation specialises in the supply of aviation fuel for piston engines. The
most important aspect is the safety and promptness of delivery, which is quite
a challenge logistically.
“We sell fuel in 88 countries all over the
world,” says Szymon Skorupski, Sales &
Logistics Manager at Warter Aviation.
“We supply Europe from Portugal to
Russia and from Sweden to Malta. We
also supply countries in North and South
Africa and Asiatic countries including
Turkey, India and China.”
Aviation fuel is available in two basic
grades: as kerosene for turbine engines
that are, for example, used in large
passenger aircraft and as jet fuel for
piston engines for, for example, lightweight aircraft. Warter Aviation focuses
on this second grade of fuel.
“Warter Aviation has both customers
amongst large international and military
airports and airbases and amongst small
local flying clubs with grass runways.
This is translated into the size of the
deliveries. The large airports and tanks
even receive a few hundred thousand
litres of fuel while the small airports often
receive 1,000 to 2,000 litres. This means
that our logistics network has to be
very versatile,” emphasises Szymon.
>> Patented unleaded
The Warter Aviation, as a trading
company, is a part of the Warter Group

Szymon Skorupski: “Concessions and
aircraft do not mix.”

that consists other companies which
also producing the avation fuel. This
ensures that the company can guarantee
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the highest quality, which is essential in

with regard to aircraft. Only the highest

aircraft,” explains Szymon.

aviation. “No concessions can be made

quality of fuel guarantees the safe use of

Warter Aviation has five grades of

gasoline (also known as spirit) in its
range. The most important one is Avgaz
100LL with a low lead content. Russia
still has a take-up of B91/115 fuel with a
high lead content for the older engine
types, that were mainly Soviet produced,
including radial type engines. In addition,
Avgas 115/145 fuel is offered that is used
in traditional aircraft such as Spitfires,
Mustangs and Messerschmitts from the
Second World War. The sale of the
modern unleaded UL 91 gasoline that is
more environmentally friendly because
of this lack of lead is growing. This fuel
can be used by the ultralight aircraft that
are gaining more and more popularity in
Europe and the rest of the world.
“The share of the UL 91 unleaded fuel

smoke oil used in shows and competi-

ment. Tankers have certified hoses and

has increased this year to more than

tions to emphasise flying acrobatics

very accurate measuring and control

15% of our total sales. We are the only

spectacularly.”

equipment. The discrepancies are no
more than two litres. The fuel is trans-

producer of this fuel in Europe. The fuel
has been patented by us. The European

>> Drum, tank and tank container

ferred at a temperature of 15o C to ensure

Union is assuming that leaded fuels may

Aviation fuel is transported in tanks, tank

that the volume is constant and to

no longer be used in aviation in the

containers and drums. “We mainly

calculate the quantity correctly. Drivers

future. All our fuels meet the highest

supply fuel in drums to buyers who do

receive appropriate training with regard

quality standards and have the required

not have the right infrastructure to store

to ADR legislation.”

certificates. We also produce aircraft

fuel. It is the way in which the fuel is often

Red Bull
Air Races

transported to India or Africa. Often,

Warter Aviation also uses 20 foot tank

aviation fuel is delivered in drums to

containers in line with ISO standards and

military bases over the entire world. The

adjusted to intermodal transport using

drums can contain 200 litres. Which

trucks, train and ships as well as larger

been treated with a special coating that

23 and 26 foot containers (commonly

ensures there is no reaction with the fuel.

referred to as swap bodies). Their most

The drums have a NATO certificate. They

important advantage is that they can

are filled by the producer directly, which

transport a larger quantity of fuel simulta-

Warter Aviation is a partner of the Red

is rather exceptional in our sector and

neously.

Bull Air Races, which is also known as

which gives us full control on the quality

“Using tank containers is convenient for

the “Formula 1 of aviation”. They are

of the fuel and we offer a 24 month

us. When they are unloaded at our

international competitions that consist

guarantee on the fuel. We ship the fuel to

customer, our job is done. The tank

of flying as fast as possible using the

the other continents in containers when

container remains available to our

specified route. The pilot must

using ships. Fuel is transported on

partner/operator who manages it,”

manoeuvre through a number of ports,

pallets using trucks within Europe,” says

explains Szymon. ”The 20 foot tank

as prescribed by the regulations.

Szymon. “We also have our own tanker

containers are used during open sea

The competitions are very spectacular

fleet that has been especially adjusted to

shipping. We transport fuel over shorter

and took place in Gdynia, Poland, in

aviation fuel that is classified as a

distances in 23 and 26 foot containers

2014. <<

hazardous product in the ADR agree-

mainly to Great Britain and Ireland and

|
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we work closely with Nijman/Zeetank in
this area.”
>> Urgent and most urgent
Independently from the type of delivery,
the route of the fuel is monitored. Warter

Intermodal transport
continues to gain ground

Aviation uses its own system as well as

Intermodal transport is becoming more

systems such as Cesar. Monitoring the

the monitoring offered by road and sea

common place and this sector is still

different links within the transport chain

carriers. The information about the

growing. Nijman/Zeetank is offering

continues to be essential to guarantee

location and expected delivery time is

customers an intermodal solution for

the quality of transport. Work procedures

passed on to customers. Airports are

ever more destinations.

have, therefore, been set up in such a
way that deviations can be identified

highly demanding as the long-term
inactivity of aircraft that cannot fuel up is

Delivery reliability is becoming more and

early. This ensures that we can adjust in

expensive.

more important in addition to the price

a timely manner when necessary.

“Delivery promptness has the highest

when selecting different modalities.

The success of rail transport has led to

priority. Often, an order is placed by a

Companies are reducing their stock

the capacity of the different terminals

buyer when we have little time to

levels because of the further develop-

and transhipment centres being fully

respond. We deliver within at most five

ment of ERP/MRP systems and LEAN-

used. Terminals discourage the use of

days in the entire territory of whole

based initiatives. Delivery reliability is,

their sites as storage depots.

Europe and to Istanbul or Ankara within

therefore, becoming essential. Delays

Nijman/Zeetank has responded to this

a week at most. Aviation fuel is rather a

during transport will often have an impact

by making agreements with partners and

problematic product from the perspec-

on the process at the purchaser.

can, therefore, offer alternative storage

tive of transport. In the first place, it is a

The reliability of the rail transport has

options for most routes.

highly flammable hazardous substance.

increased enormously the last few years

Intermodal transport will also grow in the

Secondly, it is a product on which duties

and is on a par with road transport. The

future because of these developments

must be paid and which is linked to

position of containers can be determined

and a suitable solution can always be

different additional regulations and

accurately through track and trace

found for every destination. <<

restrictions. The Logistics Department
manages the delivery timetable. We
expect promptness and flexibility from
our logistics partners, which is expressed as the constant availability of
resources, efficient transfers and the
enforcement of procedures. Many of our
employees are pilots with decades of
experience and, therefore, they perfectly
understand the requirements of buyers.
We know that safety during flights is the
most important thing and that it is
guaranteed by the highest quality of the
fuel that we deliver.” <<

There is an intermodal solution for
ever more destinations.
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News

The petrochemical industry is setting
itself challenging goals.

50th annual meeting of the
European Petrochemical Association
This year was the 50th annual meeting

goods across Europe and the globe

in Budapest from 1-4 October. EPCA is

with finding the solutions to these

an international association that serves

challenges.

as a global network for the chemical

The chemical industry and EPCA

business community consisting of

promote the interest for youngsters in the

producers of chemicals, their suppliers,

chemical industry. One initiative is the

their customers and their service

organisation of European debating

providers.

contest about chemistry-related issues
with focus on what’s next after 50

The annual meeting is a platform to

years. The European final was held in

meet, exchange information and transfer

Budapest.

learning as well as think tank challenging
Nijman/Zeetank is attending the EPCA

business as usual approaches. This all to
meet the world population’s evolving

The overarching message of cooperation

annual meeting already for many years.

needs.

and innovation in the global chemical

This year, besides the attendance at the

This year over 2,500 delegates were

business industry underscored that this

business sessions, we had a full agenda

attending the conference in Budapest.

industry in Europe has the opportunity

of meetings with chemical companies

High quality business sessions were

to utilize its technology and innovation

and traders. We can conclude that the

held about the way forward for the

capacity and the chemical logistic

50th meeting was successful for

chemical industry and the chemical

suppliers have to react on the upcoming

Nijman/Zeetank with a positive attitude

logistics and supply chain in the next

trends for improving the efficiency of

in the meetings and challenging targets

decades.

transportation and handling of the

for the next years. <<
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